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The invention herein relates to puppets, dolls,

The head 20 is mounted at one end of a length

i malnikins, marionettes Or the like.
It is an Object of the invention herein to pro

Secured in the block 22 Which is fastened to the

Wide a puppet, preferably in human form, Whose
actions, when properly actuated, will closely Sim
u?ate those of itS human counterpart.
A Second object is to provide a puppet that
may be manufactured cheaply from readily ob
tainable materials by semi-skilled labour.
A. further object is to prowide a puppet whose
| actuating mechanism Will be completely Con

of resilient tubing 2 the other end of Which is

back piece i as indicated. The arms 3 and 4 are
piwotally connected at 5 and 6 to the upper cor
ners or shoulders of the back piece I. While the

actuation.

arms 3 and 4 are Shown in One piece it is obwiOuS
that they may be jointed at the elbow if desired.
The thigh portions 9, 9 of the legS are nar
rowed, at their upper ends, into blade-like por
tions 4, 4 and are piwotally attached to the
mounting blocks 5, 5 at: 7 and 8, the mounting
blocks 5, 5 are Secured to the lower Corners of
the back piece , and the lower ends of the thigh
portions 9, 9 are piwotally Connected at i in a
Simple tongue and groove joint to the calf por

An additional Object is to provide a puppet
whose actions may be controlled and regulated

tions | 9, 10. The lower ends of the calf portions
i 6, 10 are connected to the feet i 2, 2.
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Cealled by itS COvering garmentS.

A Stillfurther object is to prowide a puppet that
may be held in One hand of the operator and
actuated Without Visibly revealing the method Of

The faces of the mounting blocks 5, 5 are
formed at an angle of approximately 45 degrees
wherein the nowement Of One Of itS OWer ap- . | with respect to the back piece i so that the legs
to the beat of a musical selection.
A still: further object is to provide a puppet

* pendages Will result in the Simultaneous moWe
ment Of itS Opposite'upper appendage and Wice
wersa to Simulate closely the actions of the-mow
i ing human form.
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Other objects and advantages of the invention
herein Will become ObVious from the following
Specification When read in the light Of the at
tached drawings, it being understood that the
preferred embOdiment described and ilustrated
iS by Way Of ilustration and example Only and

20.

25

at: 7, 17 to... a second pair of mounting. blocks
?8, 8 attached to the back piece i at a point
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is not to be construed as a limitation. The in

slightly below the piwotal connections 5 and 6 of
the arms 3 and 4. The mounting faces of the
blocks 8, 8 are formed at an equal opposite
angle to the angular faces of the mounting blocks
F5, 5 in order that the fiat side of the mounted

actuating Springs i 6, 6 will operate flush against
the narrow width of the blade-like portions 4, 4.

wention herein is to be limited only by the

appended Claims and by the prior art.
In the drawings,

and feet of the puppet will operate about the
piwotal Connections and 8 at an angle of approx
imately 90. degrees. with reSpect to One another.
The actuating springs 6, 6. are firmly fixed
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Simultaneous movement of one of the arms

Figure 1 ilustrates the COmpleted puppet in its

With its opposite lower leg is achieved by means

Unclad form With the front Cover removed to

of Crossed Wires or cords 9, 9 extending from

points at the upper rear corners of the blade
ilustrat? more clearly the actuating mechaniSmS.
like portions 4, 4 to points near the piwotal
Figure 2 ilustrates the front cover plate.
In the preferred embOdiment ilustrated in 40 Connections of the arms 3 and 4. It Will be
ObWious that the points of Connections to the arms
Figure 1 the device is constructed to represent
3 and 4 must, to assure adequate leverage, be
a human being and consists of a trunk portion

composed of a back piece A, a front piece 2, a pair
Of upper appendages Or arms 3 and 4, a moveable
head 2, and a pair of lower appendages or legs
consisting of thigh portions 8, 9, calf portions
i 8, 9, and feet i 2, 2.
The back piece i is formed in the Shape of an

above a horizontal line drawn through the piwotal

pointS 5 and 6.
45

the Springs into contact with the blade-like

hour glass, being Wide at the top or shoulders,

Constricted at the Waist and Widened again at the
bottom: or hips. The back piece i serves as a
mounting plate for the head, arms and legs, as
Well as the Operating mechanism of the puppet.
The front piece 2 acts as a Shield Or guard to
prewent the COVering garments of the puppet from

interfering with the moving parts.

TO operate the puppet, the actuating springs
Waist portion of the trunk bringing the ends of

i 6, 6 are pressed into the constricted centre or
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portions 4, 4. This will swing the legs of
the puppet upwardly and outwardly and at the
same time tighten the connecting wires 9, 9

to elewate the puppet arms 3 and 4. Immediate

ly the pressure on the actuating spring i 6, 6 is
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released, the springs i 6, 6 and the legs and
arms Will return to their normal positions as

Seen in Figure 1. A pair of stops 23 are provided
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StOOd that the device COuld be COnstructed and

actuated to Simulate other formS Such as, for
example, an animal or insect Without departing
from the esSence Of this invention.

This has been done to obtain the maximum lewer
age and upWard SWing Of the leg With a limited

movement of the actuating springs i 6, 6,
In Operation, the puppet is assembled Substan
tially as illustrated and described. Suitable
garmentS Such as, for example, a West over de
tached sleeves and pantaloons having a cling
ing appearance, should be prowided to enhance
further the life-like appearance of the puppet.
Howe'ver, any clothing prowided Should be of Suf
ficiently loose and pliable form not to cause
binding of any of the moveable parts. The life
like appearance of the puppet would be further
enhanced by the inscription of Suitable features
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On the head 20.

The puppet is grasped in One hand So that the
thumb and index finger rest against the actuat
ing Springs i 6, 6. As previously described, in
ward pressure on the actuating Springs i 6, 6
will bring the Spring ends against the blade-like
portions | 4, 4 piwoting them about the piwotal
pointS 7 and 8 and elevating the legS Of the
puppet. The movement of the blade-like por
tions i 4, (4 will automatically tighten the con
necting WireS i 9, 9 to elevate the arms 3 and
4 coincidentaly with movement of the legs.
While the abowe-described movements would oc

cur if the actuating springs 16, 16 were pressed

Simultaneously, it Will readily be appreciated that

alternate mOVement Of the legS With their as
Sociated arms may be achieved by pressing the
Springs alternatively. This alternate preSSure is
to be preferred as the toy may then be made

4

trated, the puppet is constructed and actuated
to Simulate a human being; it should be under

On the back piece i to limit the movement of
the actuating spring i 6, 16 and to prewent the
Spring ends from being forced past the blade
like portions j4, 14. It Will be noted that the
blade-like portions 4, 4 are widened at their
upper ends towards the actuating Springs (6, 6.

What I claim as my inwention is:
1. A puppet COnprising a Vertically elongated
trunk portion With upper Shoulder corners and
loWer hip Corners, Said hip Corners carrying

mounting blocks with oblique front faces, arms
piwotally mounted on the upper Shoulder Corners
and legS piwotally mounted On the Oblique front
faces of the mounting blocks, cam blades at the
upper end of the legs, vertically extending leaf
Spring actuators mounted on Said body at their
upper end and pressing upon Said Cam blades at
their endS SO that When pressed they Will move
Said legs obliquely Outwardly and forWardly and
a transwerse connection between each of the legS
and the Opposite arms to give a Simultaneous Out
Ward movement of a leg and a diagonally Op

pOSed arm.
2. The puppet of claim 1, the oblique front
25 faces of Said mounting blocks being at an angle
Of 90 degreeS to each Other and at an angle Of
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45 degrees to the body structure.
3. The puppet of claim 1, Said leaf springs first
extending inwardly at the upper part of the
body and then outWardly at the middle portion
of the bOdy, then inward?y again to bear against
and contact Said Cam blades.

RUBY TIPMAN.
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